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Abstract
Some recent physics results obtained from the DELPHI Collaboration in the sector of b{physics
are reported. The average lifetime for b{hadrons has been measured to be 
B
= 1.582  0.012
(stat)  0.032 (syst) ps investigating both the charged track impact parameter and the decay
length distributions. A vertexing technique has allowed a topological measurement of the charged
and neutral b{hadron lifetimes that turn out to be: 
B
+




= 1.68  0.15 (stat)
+0:13
 0:17
(syst) ps. Studying the correlations between leptons and baryons
in the same jet, the lifetime of the 
b


















observed; the oscillation parameter x =
m
 
is equal to 0.72  0.12 (stat)  0.07 (syst).
1 Introduction
To prepare this talk I have decided to take the following attitude:
 give priority to original results, namely results where DELPHI has been either pioneering or
\unique";
 give priority to results which have been made possible due to some \unique" DELPHI sub{
detector (and RICH is certainly one of those);
 take into account my own personal taste too.
Following these guidelines I will then concentrate on the following subjects:
 a precise determination of the average lifetime of b{hadrons;
 a topological measurement of the lifetimes of charged and neutral b{hadrons;
 a lifetime determination of the beauty baryon 
b
;














Colliders, IHEP, Beijing, P. R. China, October
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2 Heavy avor lifetimes
Accurate determinations of the lifetimes of weakly decaying hadrons containing a heavy
2
quark are
important for the following reasons:
 our present knowledge of the Cabibbo{Kobayashi{Maskawa (CKM) mixing matrix elements
comes from a variety of sources (nuclear beta decay, K
e3
decay, charm production from neutrino
and antineutrino etc). The magnitude of j V
cb
j can be determined if the measured semileptonic




































) is a phase space factor that is approximately one{half. I
wish to point out that there is an intrinsic limitation in this measurement since most of the error
on j V
cb
j derived from this equation is in the theoretical uncertainties in choosing a value of m
b
and in the use of the quark model to represent inclusively semileptonic decays. From data of the
ARGUS [1] and CLEO [2] experiments one can quote a value of j V
cb







using a b{lifetime of (1.490.04) ps. Ultimately, with more data,
exclusive semileptonic decays should provide the most accurate value of j V
cb
j.
 Lifetime measurements are important to understand non{perturbative strong interactions, de-
cay mechanisms and, more generally, hadron dynamics. Actually the W decay vertex of a
semileptonic decay is fully described by the standard model of the electroweak interactions. Un-
fortunately the other vertex, between the charged heavy quark current and the W gauge boson,
is obscured by the dicult problem of treating quarks that are bound to an antiquark in a
meson (or other two quarks in a baryon). In the absence of a fully calculable QCD theory in
the non{perturbative regime, phenomenological form factors have been widely used. A recent
considerable progress has been made with the development of the Heavy Quark Eective Theory
[3] that is a rigorous approximation of QCD at least for mesons containing one massive quark.






mixing for the various
neutral B mesons and to study CP violation in the b sector. CP violation has been so far
observed in K
0
decays at the level given by the parameter  = 2.3 10
 3
while larger CP{violation
eects are anticipated in the B
0
decays. Its experimental observation would help in clarifying
its connections with the CKM mixing matrix.
Fig. 1(a) shows a sketch
Figure 1: Pictorial representation of: a) spectator diagram for a semilep-
tonic and hadronic decay of a meson containing a heavy quark Q; b) muon
decay diagram.
of the decay of a meson con-
taining a heavy quark Q. This
diagram is the so{called \spec-
tator diagram" since only the
heavy quark undergoes a de-
cay, while its partner light quark
acts as a spectator; this mech-
anism is considered to be the
dominant decay diagram.
Since the spectator diagrams
are essentially the same for all particles containing a given heavy quark, one could simply deduce that
all these particles must have the same lifetime. This lifetime can be estimated comparing the spectator
diagram to the muon decay diagram of Fig. 1(b). This comparison predicts for the c{sector:














 350 MeV, the b{quark is heavy
and the c{quark is heavy to a lesser extent.
2
and then (c)  (3.5  7.5)10
 13
s depending on the mass of the c{quark.
This simple scheme of a pure light quark spectator model is in strong disagreement with the data,
since we know that (D

)  2.5 (D
0
). Furthermore, as the ratio of the lifetimes is equal to the ratio
of their semileptonic branching fractions [4], the discrepancy must be inside the hadronic decay rates.
Various mechanisms have been proposed to explain this inconsistency of the hadronic decay rates [5]:












which are well satised experimentally.
For the b{sector, since the spectator model is expected to be a much better approximation, one

















, the various b lifetimes will dier by  O(10%).
3 The DELPHI tracking and particle identication systems
Since lifetime measurements are heavily based on the quality of the track and vertex reconstructions
and on particle identication, I will describe here only the DELPHI components that are relevant for
these analyses. The entire DELPHI detector has been described in detail elsewhere [6].
The tracking of charged particles is accomplished with a set of cylindrical tracking detectors whose
axes are oriented along the 1.23 T magnetic eld and the direction of the beam. The z axis is dened
to be along the axis of the magnetic eld, with positive z pointing in the direction of the outgoing
electron beam. The Vertex Detector (VD), located nearest the LEP interaction region, has an intrinsic
resolution of 5{6 m and consists in three concentric layers of silicon microstrip detectors at average
radii of 6.3 cm, 8.8 cm, and 10.9 cm. A beryllium beam pipe with a radius of 5.5 cm was installed in
1991, which allowed the extra layer of silicon microstrip detectors to be added at a radius of 6.3 cm.
The VD measured three R coordinates
3





the VD between radii of 12 cm and 28 cm is the Inner Detector (ID), a jet chamber giving up to 24
spatial measurements. The VD and ID are surrounded by the main DELPHI tracking chamber, the
Time Projection Chamber (TPC), which provides up to 16 space points between radii of 30 cm and
122 cm. The Outer Detector (OD) at a radius of 198 cm to 206 cm consists in ve layers of drift cells.
The average momentum resolution of the tracking system was measured to be (p)=p = 0:001 p (p





After alignment corrections had been applied, the resolution of the charged particle track extrapo-







A value of 26 2 m for this resolution was obtained. In hadronic events, the extrapolation accuracy












momentum of the particle with respect to the z axis and is expressed in units of GeV/c.
A track reconstruction is a combination of VD, ID, TPC and OD track elements. Track elements
from one detector were thus associated to those in the next and subsequent ones, a procedure that in
general starts from the TPC, and an overall track t was applied to each particle.
The Ring Imaging Cherenkov detector RICH [7] consists in a liquid radiator which provides p=K=
separation in the intermediate momentum region p=2{8 GeV/c, and a gas radiator which works in
3
DELPHI has now updated its VD: the closer and the outer shells have been replaced with double side metal strip
detectors giving both R and z coordinates.
3
veto mode for proton in the region p=8{15 GeV/c and can separate protons from kaons up to 30
GeV/c.
4 Average lifetime of b{hadrons
4.1 Data sets and event selection
This analysis used the data collected with the DELPHI detector during 1991 and 1992, corre-
sponding to a total integrated luminosity of 33.9 pb
 1
.
Charged particles were required to have a measured momentum above 1 GeV (to minimize the
eect of multiple scattering) and below 50 GeV/c, a polar angle, , greater than 45

and less than 135

(barrel region), a reconstructed track length of more than 20 cm, and a distance of closest approach
to the centre of the beam interaction region of less than 5 cm in radius and less than 10 cm in z.
Each reconstructed charged particle had to be associated with measurements in at least two layers of
the VD. Neutral particles were required to have a measured energy of at least 100 MeV and less than
50 GeV.
Hadronic events were selected which contained at least 7 charged particles, where the sum of the




. Furthermore, the sum of both
the momentum of charged particles and energy of neutral particles in these events was required to
be greater than 16 GeV or the invariant mass of the charged particles (neglecting the mass of each
particle) had to be above 12 GeV/c
2
. After these cuts, the 1991 data contained  240 000 hadronic
events and the 1992 data contained  670 000 hadronic events.
4.2 Secondary vertex identication and b enrichment
The procedure [8] to nd secondary vertices consisted of two parts. The rst part was to dene
which charged particles belonged to candidate vertices. The second part was to rene these vertices
by removing misassociated charged particles.
To nd the initial candidate vertices, each reconstructed charged particle was paired with every
other charged particle and the intersection points for these charged particles were computed. After a
bit of cleaning, the remaining intersection points were clustered into candidate vertices based on the
separation between each pair of intersection points. Intersection points were linked if the distance, d,
between the points in the R-plane divided by its error, d, was such that d=d < 1:0:
The candidate vertices were rened to remove wrongly associated charged particles and hence
improve the secondary vertex resolution. For each candidate vertex (i) the average intersection point
(< ~v
i
>) was computed. This was used as a reference point in the following iterative procedure. For



























was the associated error. A charged particle was removed from the vertex if 
j
> 2:5. If
any charged particle was removed then a new vertex position was calculated and this process repeated
until no further charged particles could be removed. For vertices that were close together there was a
possibility that the clustering algorithm had not assigned the correct charged particle to the correct
vertex. If the distance between any two vertices was less than 2.5 , where  was the error on the
vertex separation, charged particles in common between these two vertices were allocated to the vertex
i for which 
j
with respect to < ~v
i
> was smaller. If one or more charged particles were removed from
any vertex this procedure was repeated. Candidate vertices that contained three or more charged
4
particles were considered to be secondary vertices. To investigate the relation between b purity and
eciency, the eect of the following variables was studied: the charged multiplicity in a reconstructed
vertex (v
mult
), the radial distance (R) of the reconstructed vertex from the beam centre, and the mass
(m
vmax
) of the heaviest reconstructed vertex in the event.
Vertices associated with random charged particle crossings were a source of vertex contamination.
It was possible to reduce this background by requiring v
mult
 4. Another source of background was
due to vertices at low R, which were found to contain particles from the primary vertex. In order
to reduce this background, it was necessary to select vertices with R > 1 mm. The distribution of
Figure 2: On the left: a) Distributions of heaviest vertex per event found with radial distance, R > 1 mm, and
with vertex multiplicity, v
mult
 4 for the data and Monte Carlo simulation. The predictions for the light and
heavy quark avors are also reported. b) The ratio of the simulation with respect to the data. On the right:
b eciency versus purity as a function of the vertex mass, m
vmax
, (illustrated by the contour lines) for vertex
multiplicity v
mult
 4 and radial distance R > 1 mm.
m
vmax
for the data is shown in Fig. 2 for reconstructed vertices with R > 1 mm, together with the
expected contribution from bb and light quark events. By requiring large vertex masses it was possible
to remove the light quark contamination. The same Fig. 2 shows the correlation between eciency
and purity.




j, dened to be the vec-
tor sum of the momenta of the individual charged particles associated with each vertex, and the



















= R= sin  (6)
where  is the angle between the line of ight and the beam axis. With an additional requirement
of L > 1:5 mm the purity turns out to be (93:5  0:3)% and the eciency (7:87  0:09)%. The
reconstructed vertex resolution is (301  24) m.
5
4.3 Lifetime of b{hadrons
Figure 3: Result of the ts to the decay length distributions. 1991 data (left): 
B
= 1.588  0.025 ps; 1992
data (right): 
B
= 1.627  0.017 ps.
In a hemisphere, the b{hadron vertex is expected to be the vertex closest to the beam centre.
Therefore, only the two closest vertices detected in opposite hemispheres or the closest vertex (if none
was detected in the opposite hemisphere) were used. Combined with the b enrichment, this additional
requirement selected 4470 vertices in the 1991 data and 10972 vertices in the 1992 data.
The decay length distributions were extracted from the simulation separately for bb, cc and light
quark events. The L distributions for the cc and light quark events were parametrized by the sum of
two exponentials. The bb signal was parametrized by a single exponential. These parametrized decay
length distributions were converted into probability distributions. Using these probability distributions
and the purity determined from the simulation, a likelihood t was performed on the data to extract
the slope of the exponential for the signal. This slope varied as a function of the b{hadron lifetime.
This variation was linear over a wide range of lifetimes. The b{hadron lifetime, in the data, was
determined from this linear relationship.
Independent samples of Monte Carlo events were used to check this method. The lifetimes mea-
sured for these samples were (1.205  0.016) ps and (1.590  0.019) ps, to be compared with the
generated values of 1.208 ps and 1.576 ps. Fig. 3 shows the result of the t to the 1991 data yielding
a value for the b{hadron lifetime of (1.588  0.025) ps. Fig. 3 contains also the same results for the
1992 data, which measured the average lifetime of b{hadrons to be (1.627  0.017) ps.
Various sources of systematic uncertainties have been considered and their contributions to the
total systematic error are reported in decreasing order in Table 1. For a full discussion of this table
see reference [8]. I will discuss here only the source which gives the most signicant contribution.
The data were separated into six  bins and z, since the TPC which measures  is divided in
this way. The lifetimes were then computed separately in each region. A systematic shift of 0.037 ps
in the average lifetime of B hadrons was observed due to a variation of the measured lifetime in  in
the 1992 data. For the 1991 data, this eect was not seen. This shift was observed in an area of the
6
Table 1: Systematic sources of uncertainty in the measurement of 
B
.
Source of Uncertainty 
B
(ps)
Detector Eects (1992)  0.037
B Fragmentation  0.024
Monte Carlo Statistics  0.014
Cascade c Decays  0.010
  0.007
Fit Range  0.006
L  0.005
B Purity  0.003
Total (1991)  0.032
Total (1992)  0.049
detector with known problems in , but not in .
The combination of the 1991 and 1992 results gives:

B
= 1:599  0:014 (stat) 0:035 (syst) ps (7)
The hadronic data collected during 1991 and 1992 were also used to measure the average lifetime of
b{hadrons investigating the charged particle impact parameter distributions. This analysis yielded:

B
= 1:542  0:021 (stat)  0:045 (syst) ps (8)
Properly taking into account both the statistical correlation and correlation in the systematic uncer-
tainties, the two results can be combined to yield an average lifetime for b{hadrons of:

B
= 1:582  0:012 (stat)  0:032 (syst) ps (9)
5 Lifetimes of charged and neutral b{hadrons
DELPHI has also developed another method which measures the charged and neutral b{hadron
lifetimes using the event topology, without explicit identication of the nal states. This method is
entirely dependent upon nding the production and decay vertices using the charged particle tracks,
and therefore relies largely upon the vertex detector of DELPHI to identify which charged particles
come from a secondary vertex, and hence to measure the B charge. This analysis uses events collected
between 1991 and 1993 inclusive [9], consisting in a sample of  1.5 M hadronic Z
0
decays.
After jet nding [10] and pair rejection, only jets with at least three remaining charged particles
were accepted. All particles in the jet were required to have hits on at least two (of the three) layers
of the vertex detector. Only one jet in ve met this requirement.
Charged particles had to be assigned to the correct vertex in order to determine the charge of
the b{hadron. The assignment used the extrapolated track positions in the plane perpendicular to
the beam direction. Each jet was examined independently. If produced by a b quark it in general
contains several vertices: the primary interaction, b decay, c decay and perhaps s decay. However, in
7
order to simplify the analysis, the jet was assumed to contain only the primary vertex and a single
decay vertex. A vertex was formed from all selected particles in the jet constrained to pass through
the measured beam spot (typical widths are 100 m in x by 10 m in y); if the 
2
probability that all
the charged particle tracks and the beam spot were consistent with a single vertex was greater than
1% the jet was not considered further.
























Figure 4: The reconstructed mass, M

vis
, for data and
Monte Carlo simulation.
divided into two groups, with all possible permu-
tations being tried. One group was used to make
a vertex which was constrained by the beam spot,
while a secondary vertex was formed using the
particles in the other group with no such con-
straint. The combined 
2
probability was found
for each combination and it was required that the
largest P(
2
) should exceed 1%, which means
that there was at least one good combination.
Other cuts were applied to make this choice unique.
To accept a secondary vertex, the rst require-
ment was that there be at least 3 tracks associ-
ated to it.




, was calculated, assuming that all charged
particles were pions. Fig. 4 shows the mass dis-
tribution for the combined data set and the Monte Carlo simulation, with the simulated events sub-






. Finally only jets pointing to the primary vertex (within given geometrical limits) were
accepted. The application of all these cuts leaves a sample of 1816 good vertices pointing forward.
The composition of the simulated events is listed in Table 2. The fraction of b jets (namely the b




fraction in the DELSIM sample was unrealistically small, and the last column shows
the central values used in the subsequent ts, where it has been increased by a factor of 2. The table
shows also a signicant enhancement of B
+
with respect to B
0
mesons. This comes from the selection
of secondary vertices with at least three tracks which favours charged b{hadrons.
Type Initial fraction Fraction of Fraction















Background || 0.70.2% 0.7%
Table 2: The composition of the selected event sample in the Monte Carlo simulation.
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5.1 Lifetime tting procedure
In order to extract the charged and neutral b lifetimes, it is important to estimate the charge at the
detected secondary vertex as accurately as possible. The error in the charge was estimated using the
fraction of doubly and triply charged secondary vertices found. The probability of observing charge
Q was tted as:






where q is the true charge, Q is the observed charge and P is a free parameter which for small P is
the probability of the charge being wrong by one
4
.
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Figure 5: a) The dierence between the true charge and the recon-
structed charge for all b{hadrons in Monte Carlo simulation. b) The
measured charge distribution including charged b{hadrons.
to be a reasonable description, as
shown in Figure 5 a). The charge
was measured correctly in 701%
of the simulated events (801%
of the simulated charged events
and 572% of the neutral ones),
and the numbers of multiply charged
vertices, shown in Figure 5 b), were
used to estimate the parameter P
in the data. The b lifetime is t-
ted from the proper time distribu-
tion of the reconstructed decays.
This requires a knowledge of the decay length and the b{hadron velocity. The former was found
from the positions of the primary and secondary vertices; the latter was calculated from the measured
momentum and invariant mass.
The measured decay length, l
R
, is a convolution of the decay length of the b{hadron with that
due to the subsequent decays of b decay products, particularly D mesons. In order to extract the
lifetime, the excess decay length, l
excess
R




was used rather than the full decay length, l
R
. This technique, well known since the rst lifetime
measurements in high resolution bubble chambers, gives an exponential distribution in lifetime. l
min
R
was found on an event by event basis from the data. In each accepted event the charged particle
tracks identied as coming from a secondary vertex were moved back towards the primary interaction
vertex without changing their relationship to each other at the secondary vertex. l
min
R
is the point at
which the individual decay vertex would just be accepted by the 
2
cuts described above.
The excess three dimensional decay length, l
excess













where  is the polar angle of the vector sum of the momenta of the charged particles assigned to the
decay vertex.
The momentum of the parent B was found using the method of reference [11], which uses the fact
























is the estimate of the inverse of the B momentum,M

vis
is the eective visible mass, as-
suming that all the particles are pions, P
vis
is the sum of the momenta of the particles at the secondary
4
Actually the procedure is a bit more complicated since we have introduced a vector of three free parameters P
j
,
where the subscript j refers to a binning of the data according to how many tracks have been dropped because of low
momentum or large impact parameter.
9




































Figure 6: The excess proper time distributions of the charged and neutral
events
and its coecients were de-
rived from the full Monte
Carlo simulation. This es-
timate of the proper time
has a statistical accuracy of
25% in the Monte Carlo sim-
ulation.
The excess proper time
distributions of the charged
and neutral events are re-
ported in Fig. 6. The t
to the average charged and
neutral B lifetimes, obtained
with the unbinned maximum
likelihood method, is super-
imposed. The relative nor-
malization of the two species
was left free to reduce the
dependence upon the Monte
Carlo simulation.
The results for the mean




> = 1:72 0:08 (stat) 0:06 (syst) ps
< 
neutral
> = 1:63 0:11 (stat) 0:07 (syst) ps (13)
< 
charged






For a complete discussion of the various sources of systematic errors see reference [9].




mesons, by assuming that










lifetime extracted in such
a manner depended critically upon these assumptions, but the B
+







lifetimes were set to their current mean values [12]: (1.660.22) ps and (1.100.15) ps,
respectively. The neutral species were divided in the same proportions as in Table 2, and the relative
amount of B
+

































is assumed to com-
pletely dominate the charged state, so there is little composition uncertainty associated with its life-
time.

































 0:15 0:10, in good agreement with other LEP results [14].
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hadronic decays has been reported by some LEP experiments [15,
16]. They have interpreted as due to 
b













states (l is a lepton
with high transverse momentum).
DELPHI has extended this approach investigating also the b{baryon production via two new
semileptonic decay channels, based on the detection of a 
c
or a fast proton in the same jet of a
high transverse momentum lepton [17]. The muon{proton channel aims to detect fast beauty baryons
decaying to modes such as 
b
! pDl; this channel has also the advantage that the secondary vertex
reconstruction is easier than in the other decay channels.
In the muon{proton channel b{baryon semileptonic decays are selected by requiring a muon and
a proton of high momenta and opposite charges (right sign charge correlation) belonging to the same
jet. The quality of the muon{proton vertex reconstruction (300 m resolution from simulation) is the
other essential ingredient of the analysis.
A background involving genuine protons is almost completely eliminated by a proton momentum
cut above 8.5 GeV/c and a muon momentum cut at 4 GeV/c. The remaining background is dominated
by primary protons and has a small `right > wrong' muon-proton charge correlation asymmetry.
The background involving misidentied protons is dominated by charged kaons. This background
is due to semileptonic b{hadron decays followed by a c! s transition resulting in a dominant wrong
sign muon{kaon combination at high p
?
, since the muon-kaon charge correlation asymmetry changes
from `right > wrong' at low p
?
to `wrong > right' at high p
?
.
6.1 Particle identication, signal selection and results
Candidate muon tracks are extrapolated to the muon chambers and a global 
2
of the track is
dened after the retting procedure described in [18]. The corresponding muon identication eciency
in the barrel region is (90 1)%, with a hadron misidentication probability of (1:2 0:1)%. Of the
muons with transverse momentum p
T
greater than 0.6 GeV/c with respect to the jet they belong to
5
,
58% are estimated to come from direct b-quark decay [19].
Hadron identication is performed using the DELPHI RICH detector. A p  8:5 GeV/c momentum
range is selected where kaons and protons can be separated by the gas RICH.
Using the information provided by the RICH, four separate samples of energetic charged hadrons
have been dened:
 the proton sample, asking the proton hypothesis probability to exceed 90%. This cut suppresses
kaons and pions suciently enough to make the proton:kaon:pion ratio approximately 1:1:1.
 the kaon sample, asking the kaon hypothesis probability to exceed 80%. This cut removes all
protons and gives a kaon to pion ratio above 2.
 the pion sample, asking the pion hypothesis probability to exceed 25% and asking for more than
5 Cherenkov photons compatible with the pion hypothesis. All protons and kaons are removed
by this cut.
 the unresolved hadron sample taking all hadrons not accepted in the previous three samples.
The compositions of these samples can be measured using their ionization measurement. In the
momentum range above 8.5 GeV/c pions, kaons and protons are well on the relativistic rise of dE/dx.





(p) of the measured mean energy
5
The jet axis used to compute p
T
for a track is determined including this track in the jet.
11
loss to the momentum dependent theoretical values T
i
(p) (i = p,K,) have Gaussian distributions with
a common resolution of 7%. The proton-pion dierence is about twice the resolution, the proton-kaon
dierence is a bit less than the resolution.
For this analysis  500k hadronic events recorded in 1992 with the barrel gas RICH operational
are used. Muon{hadron pairs are accepted when they pass the following kinematical and secondary
vertex selections:
 the hadron (with at least two associated hits in the VD and more than 30 wires used for the
ionization measurement) has a momentum above 8.5 GeV/c;
 the muon (with at least two associated hits in the VD and momentum above 4 GeV/c) and the
above hadron are in the same jet;
 the muon{hadron secondary vertex has a probability greater than 1%;
 the error on the distance 
V
between the primary and secondary vertex is smaller than 1 mm.
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Figure 7: Proper time distribution in the lifetime t subrange (right
sign, p
?
> 0:7 GeV/c) for the muon{proton sample. The hatched
area represents the signal. There are 32 entries into this plot from
which 22 5 are signal events.
ples of muon{hadron pairs have been
obtained: the muon proton signal sam-
ple (p) and the muon kaon (K),
muon pion (), and muon unresolved
(X) control samples. A global max-
imum likelihood t is used to esti-
mate simultaneously the number of
muon{proton pairs from b{baryon de-
cays and the average lifetime of b-
baryons. The determination of these
two physical parameters is obtained
from the p sample only. The K,
 and X samples are introduced
to control and optionally to correct
the muon transverse momentum dis-
tribution resulting from the compo-
nents of the background involving gen-
uine kaons (pions) and to determine
the parametrization of the background
proper time distributions. For each
{hadron event, the dE/dx, the signed






(where S = +1 for the right
sign and S =  1 for the wrong sign







are considered as a set of three independent measurements. The last quantity estimates the b{baryon




is used [4] and p
bar





from the Monte Carlo ( 16% accuracy at 13 GeV/c and  6% at 35 GeV/c).
There are four basic classes of events: the signal and the backgrounds involving genuine protons,
kaons and pions respectively. To perform the maximum likelihood t the dE/dx shapes of the dierent
classes are known from the data while the p
(S)
?
shapes are taken from the Monte Carlo. The signal
12
proper time has been parametrized as a convolution of an exponential decay of mean 
p
and a gaussian
resolution function. The background proper times have been taken as linear combinations of a ying
part (eective lifetime: 
BGD
(K or )) and a non{ying part.
The tting procedure determines simultaneously the sample compositions, the physical lifetime

p
and the technical lifetimes 
BGD
. The lifetime t was restricted to the right sign muon{hadron
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Figure 8: Proper time distributions in the lifetime t subrange (right sign, p
?
> 0:7 GeV/c) for the dierent












combinations with the further cut p
?







(stat) 0:09(syst) ps (15)
The results of the maximum likelihood t superimposed to the data are reported in Fig. 7 and in
Fig. 8 for the signal and for the control samples respectively.
The above lifetime determination can be merged with the other independent and complementary
results obtained studying the correlation of fast  and 
c
in the same jet as a high p
T
lepton. Av-
eraging the three results, under the assumption that the dierent b{baryon species enter in the same
proportion in the three decay channels (all of them are actually expected to be largely dominated by
the 
b





















The concept of mixing was rst introduced to describe the quantum mechanical evolution of the






system, where, in absence of CP

































Neglecting the decay width dierence of the mass eigenstates, the probability that a generated B
0
meson stays as B
0












































where   is the decay width, 
B
is the B lifetime, m is the magnitude of the mass dierence of the




























mesons. However, the B
0
s
oscillation frequency is expected to be
quite large and the measurement of its time dependence will then require high statistics and very good
proper time resolution. From the average of the existing measurements [21] of the time integrated B
0
d
mixing at the (4S) one obtains m=  = 0:690:10, then a complete oscillation period is expected to
take  9 B
0
d
lifetimes, corresponding to about 2 cm decay length at LEP energies. The DELPHI decay




Measurements of time{dependent B
0
d
mixing have also been made by the ALEPH [22] and OPAL [23]
Collaborations.
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) for the K
(left) and for the K
0
(right) candidates.






















charge conjugate). All pairs
of charged particles of opposite
sign with a momentum greater
than 1 GeV/c were combined
and an invariant mass was cal-
culated assigning in turn the
kaon or the pion mass. The
D

mass was then computed
by adding all possible pions with
momentum between 0.4 GeV/c
and 4.5 GeV/c and with a charge
opposite to that of the kaon
candidate. The energy of the
D









) was required to be greater than 0.15 and the mass of the (K) candidates to




> 0.25 or between 1.82 and 1.90 GeV/c
2






mesons coming from b

b events have a softer energy spectrum than those coming from cc
events. About 50% of the D

coming from cc were rejected by requiring X
E
< 0:5 whereas about











ight and the kaon direction in the D
0
rest frame was required to be greater than -0.8 for 0.25 < X
E
< 0.50 and greater than -0.6 for 0.15 < X
E
< 0.25.
A quite similar procedure was used for the K
0
candidates, but for this decay channel the
invariant mass of the (K) candidates is not expected to be at the nominal D
0
mass value, since the

0
is not reconstructed. However, a broad peak in the (K) invariant mass is observed around 1.60
GeV/c
2
, corresponding to the kinematical conguration with low energy 
0
's. Thus, the (K) mass
of the K
0
candidates was required to lie between 1.55 and 1.70 GeV/c
2
. For this channel charged
kaons have been separated from pions using the dE/dx in the gas of the TPC and also the information
from the RICH asking that the kaon were identied. If no particle identication was available the
track was kept as a possible kaon candidate.










) obtained by applying
these criteria to about 1.7 million hadronic Z
0
decays collected during 1991{1993 is shown in Fig. 9
for both decay channels.








mixing involves the tagging of the presence of a b or a

b quark in a








particle at the time
of its decay.
The charge of the D















The neutral B avour at the time of production can be inferred from the variable C
H
, computed





























are the momentum and the charge of track
i. A value of 0.6 was chosen for the weight power factor k [26].
The hemisphere charge, determined from simulated events, has a quite broad distribution, with
a mean value close to the charge of the quark from which the jet originated. The probability  of
correctly identifying a b (

b) quark by requiring a negative (positive) hemisphere charge was found to
be 0:628 0:008 from simulation.
If the B
0
meson decaying into aD

has (not) mixed, theD

charge and the charge of the hemisphere
opposite to the D

should be of unlike (like) sign. The eect of incorrect charge identication reduces

















In order to improve the charge tagging, the hemisphere containing the D

was also used. The dierence
C
H
between the charge of the hemisphere opposite to the D

and the charge of the hemisphere
containing the D

was calculated and compared with the charge of the D

. An event was considered
as unlike sign when C
H
was opposite in sign to the D

charge. In this case, the D

was interpreted as
originating from a B
0
meson having undergone a mixing. In Table 3 the various sources of D

events






decay. For each source the probability to assign it to the unlike sign events sample is given. For D

originating from the decay of a B
0













Table 3: Estimates from simulation of dierent contributions to the D

sample with their relative importance.
The initial fractions of dierent B hadrons are the ones assumed in the Monte Carlo. These contributions are
classied as like or unlike sign events assuming an exact tag of the original B meson.























X 0.28 0.239  0.018
cc : c! D
 








































  b) event where the
B
0
meson has oscillated and 
unlike
unmix











meson has not oscillated. This latter class of events would naturally contribute to the
like{sign category, the probability for these events to be classied as like{sign being 
like
unmix
= 1 - 
unlike
unmix
= 0.725. Notice that the probability of correctly tagging the sign depends on whether or not the B
0
has mixed, due to the fact that the jet charge in the D




















mass, decay distance and momentum, could not
be measured directly, since the measured decay distance is the sum of the B
0
and of the D
0
decay




. To take into account the D
0
ight, a new variable was dened for each event,




















































where the term proportional to d
D
has been neglected, being of order of a percent with respect to the
other term. The B
0
momentum in equation (23) was taken as the mean fraction of the beam energy






. The average resolution on t was found to be 0.4 ps, which
is sucient for the measurement of the time{dependent B
0
d
mixing. The expected behaviour of the
charge correlation Q for a pure B
0
d
sample generated with m = 0:50 h=ps is shown in Fig. 10 (left
part) as a full curve. The charge correlation is plotted as a function of the measured decay length,
which is equivalent to t having chosen a xed value for the B momentum. Notice that the oscillating
behaviour of the charge correlation function Q is not expected to be symmetric around zero, since
the probabilities for correct charge tagging are dierent for mixed and unmixed events. The eect of
including charged B, charm and combinatorial background results in a damping of the amplitude of
the oscillation, as shown by the dashed curve in Fig. 10. The charm and combinatorial background,
having a small eective lifetime, mostly contribute in the damping of the oscillation at small decay
length.
For both channels the fraction of combinatorial background, f
comb
, was obtained from a t of
the M spectrum which was parametrized with a Gaussian distribution for the signal and a smooth
polynomial for the background. The measured fractions of background events in the candidate samples
were f
comb





















dates is (various sources of systematic uncertainty are considered):
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Figure 10: Left: the charge correlation Q(t) as a function of the decay length.




ated with m = 0:50 h=ps. The dashed curve includes the contribution from
charged B, charm and combinatorial background. Right: the charge correla-
tion function Q plotted as a function of the decay length in cm. The full dots
with the error bars represent the data. The full curve is the result of the t.
The dashed curve corresponds to a time{independent mixing hypothesis.
tribution of the charge cor-
relation function Q is shown
in Fig. 10, with the result
of the t superimposed. Also
shown as a dashed curve is
the result of a t to a time{
independent mixing hypoth-
esis. This model is disfa-
vored by 3.8 standard devi-
ations.
To check the consistency
of the result, the t was re-
peated using a parametriza-
tion of the B
0
momentum




the tted value of m has
changed by 1% with respect
to the value obtained using
a parametrization of the B
0
momentum as a xed frac-
tion of the beam energy.
DELPHI has also measured the mass dierence using the (D

{l) charge correlation [25], but I do
not have the time to enter into this analysis. The measured mass dierence given by this method is:
m = 0:44 0:10 (stat) 0:03 (syst) h=ps:
The average value of the two measurements, taking into account the overlap of the two D

samples
and the common systematic uncertainties, is:
m = 0:456 0:068 (stat) 0:043 (syst) h=ps
8 Conclusions
In closing this presentation I would like to put my results into some context. Fig. 11 and Fig. 12
show the DELPHI lifetimes plotted together with other LEP and non{LEP results. Most of the
results are nicely clustering around their mean values and also the errors tend to become smaller.
This indicates that the measuring techniques are getting more and more mature. Some of the earlier
measurements, obtained using correlations with high p
T
leptons, appear to be somehow below the
average, but their errors are rather large: with the time both the statistical (which is obvious) and the
systematic errors (which shows a much better understanding of the detectors) have reduced quite a
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from [27], the (preliminary) DELPHI 
b
result is from [28] and the inclusive 
B
is from [29]) one rst









), predicted by the theory to be 0.90, turns out to be experimentally
0.730.09. This is for the moment only a 2 eect which is not worth exciting; soon this ratio will be
measured with a precision of 0.05 and then we will see whether this eect is still there to indicate
something wrong in the theory. As for DELPHI the prospects with the 1994 and 1995 data are very
appealing since in the lifetime sector the systematic errors will be reduced using the upgraded and
extended VD detector (lower background and better decay length determination) coupled to the full
RICH system operational (in the barrel and in the forward regions) to obtain a lower background.
The only remaining b{avored meson to be discovered is the B
+
c
with a predicted mass of  6.3
GeV and a predicted production rate of a few hundred events per million Z
0
. Also its lifetime, ranging
from 0.5 to 1.4 ps depending on the model, seems to be accessible to the today LEP experiments. The
discovery of this object containing two heavy quarks is thus a real challenge for both experimenters
and theorists.
One also notices that the beauty baryon studies have just begun but it seems to me that most of
the future work is already on its way.









oscillations. The mass dierence of the two mass eigenstates is:
m = 0:456 0:068 (stat) 0:043 (syst) h=ps
or, converting into eV/c
2
:















x = 0:72 0:12 (stat) 0:07 (syst)
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1.05 +0.23
-0.20 ±0.08





DELPHI 94 Λ µ+
1.28 +0.35
-0.29 ±0.09
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Figure 12: Compilation of results on the 
b
baryon lifetime (left) and summary of the dierent b-avored
particle lifetimes (right).
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